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Nordelaia invites you to spend three nights in the Piedmont hills during the
magical autumn season, experiencing the best the region has to offer, with a focus
on discovering the history of the famous town of Alba and its renowned truffles.
Our

team

will

be

happy

to

organise

engaging

activities

to

make

your

stay

unforgettable. Let yourself be guided by natural relaxation and the unique scent
of truffles!
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Day 1 – Arrival and discovery of Nordelaia:
We have created a place to take time and enjoy what is important in life.
Friends and loved ones.
Amazing views.
Time for yourself.
A perfect night’s sleep.
Delicious food.
Being at one with nature.
We call it natural relaxation.
So, take your time and discover Nordelaia at your own pace during your first day.
And last, but not least, enjoy a traditional four-course menu in our Bistro, with
optional truffle pairing available on the night*

Day 2 – “Truffle Hunt and Alba Excursion”:
You will be accompanied by Nordelaia to El Valet, a picturesque place surrounded
by ancient trees and a natural lake.
After the briefing with the truffle hunter and his two faithful four-legged
friends, you will begin this exciting experience.
For lunch we suggest a typical restaurant, Roberto Bazzano's Ristorantino 'n Cá'd
Basan, where you can try traditional products and recipes.
In the afternoon you will visit Alba, the home of the exquisite white truffle.
This experience will take you on a tour of the city and its underground passages,
to discover a unique and beautiful medieval city.
Back at Nordelaia you will have free time to discover one of the local restaurants
in the surrounding area. Ask us for advice and recommendations on where to go, or
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book a table at one of Nordelaia’s restaurants, if you wish to remain at the
estate.

Day 3 – “Relaxation Day”:
There are plenty of ways to relax when you are at Nordelaia - choose a ritual to
enjoy at the Spa or simply enjoy the endless views from the heated outdoor pool.
Or perhaps lounging around in a hammock amongst the linden trees with a good book
is your idea of an idyllic afternoon. Even watching the sunset by our infinity
pool or a walk amongst the UNESCO hills can be revitalising and nurturing for the
soul.
We invite you to take an early morning walk across the UNESCO hills reaching the
historic Cremolino castle or if you are looking for hiking and biking routes, we
will be happy to recommend interesting itineraries and attractions close by.
Afterwards, enjoy a light lunch at our Bistro, with a menu based on the best
seasonal ingredients and traditional recipes.
In the afternoon, be pampered by our masseuses with a 50-minute [Comfort Zone]
massage.
What better way to end the day than with dinner at L'Orto, our relaxed Fine Dining
restaurant? Our chefs will guide you through a true gourmet experience with a 5course menu and optional truffle pairing.
Day 4 – Last Day:
It is time to say farewell, or even better “See you next time!”
Nordelaia is a place created for optimal comfort and indulgence of our guests.
For this reason, all the activities and experiences on offer can be modified and
tailored to your wishes and rhythm. Just ask our Reception Team for any further
information.
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The package includes:

●

Overnight stay for two adults in Deluxe room for three nights

●

À la carte breakfast

●

Access to the swimming pool, Gym and Spa

●

Guided tour of Alba

●

Truffle Hunt at El Valet nature reserve

●

Dinner at Nordelaia during the first and third night

●

Lunch at Nordelaia on the third day

●

One 50-minute massage per person to be chosen between Lymphatic,
Mediterranean or Indian Ayurvedic

The package does not include:

●

Beverages

●

Lunch at Canelli

●

Any discovered truffles during the truffle hunt are the property of the truffle
hunter and can be purchased

separately on the day

●

Truffle pairings (*daily truffle price per gram is subject to market change)

●

Transfers

●

Everything not specified in "the package includes"

Rate starting from: € 2800
Full payment is required upon confirmation.
Package purchase is available up to 15 days prior to arrival.
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